
“[NLP] Does offer the potential for making changes without the usual agony that accompanies

these phenomena....Thus it affords the opportunity to gain flexibility, creativity, and greater

freedom of action than most of us now know...” Taining and Development Journal

NLP
God may forgive your sins but our nervous system wont

- Alfred Korybski



Understand states and emotions
Change from the disempowering states to empowering states instantly

Understand self and others model of world
Establish, maintain RAPPORT by creating TRUST with others

Become an influencer
Communicate for results

Set, plan, execute and achieve outcomes that are WELL FORMED
Powerful decision maker
Handling CHANGE easily 

Creating choices and options towards POSSIBILITIES
Achieve smooth transition from the stuck to RESOURCEFUL position

Acquire NEW BEHAVIOUR
Modify behaviours self and others towards GOALS

Break away limiting beliefs
Run programs deep in subconscious and change it to make thought patterns more empowering

Maintain consistency and continue maintaining it
Have a clarity within 

Use language for results using hypnotic language patterns
Shift TIMELINES for lasting change

Anchoring powerful states, emotions to use it as and when required
Be in the state of FLOW

Design your destiny
engineer your mind towards desired action for PEAK PERFORMANCE
Identify unproductive strategies and install most powerful strategies 

WHY NLP?

Change....



NEURO

LINGUISTIC

PROGRAMMING

Human system is based on neurology which is the only medium to make 
every single cell communicate with itself as well as with other cells, 
tissues, organs, individual system to make the system achieve a state of 
BALANCE. Neuro pathway is the communication channels where the
sensations, emotions are transferred in the form of chemicals and 
electricity which gets recorded  as feeling of pain or pleasure deep within. 

Language is the primary mode of interaction within the system as well as
to other people and environment around. Interaction is dynamic and 
going on ever. Self Talk is the way one communicate within the system 
and expressionof verbal and non verbal is the way one communicates 
with others and environment around.

Becoming aware of self, others and environment around with respect to 
ones states, emotions , feelings that arises from deep seated memories.
Programing in shifting the states, emotions and feelings towards achieving 
the desired outcome that is very much in need as performance through
behaviour is accomplished with ease.

All three ( Neuro =Linguistic = Programming ) work simultaneously 
together in unison. As an NLP er you will be in the peak state to perform high.



People always act and react to the perceived reality not to the reality itself

No failures only feedbak

Communication is what the response you get

Do something else if you want to be different

The most flexible element in the system is the controlling element

People have all the resources deep within

PRESUPPOSITIONS

There is always a positive intention behind all actions



NLP is the model of model to study the subjective experience and change it by applying the techniques
to program the neurology which results in achieving excellence in any area of life.

NLP is an attitude and methodology that
leaves behind a trail of techniques - Dr.Richard Bandler

The process of making your dream to reality - C.J.Jeyachander

NLP is process oriented and not content oriented. This 
provides the platform of generating new ideas, thoughts 
towards higher levels of learning, change and growth.

NLP is an outcome of the process called modelling.
sucessful therapists ( Viriginia Satir, Firtz Perls and 
Milton H Erickson ) been modeled by the cofounders 
Dr.Richard Bandler and Dr.John Grider to replicate the
success these therapist achieved. NLP could not only
did model the success and also created an arena of
portability in applying the models in others areas of life
and profession.

NLP helps you to take control of your subjective 
thinking patterns and effectively change it. This change 
in the subjective lead you to deliver objectively through 
actions, behaviour that results in increased level of 
performance and do have this consistently

The question now is challenging to think in which areas 
one can not apply NLP?

WHAT

Any area you take from business, management, systems,Teaching, Law, education, medicine, psychology,
therapy, Training, Coaching, Mentoring, Consultancy etc, on the whole where ever there is human then
it becomes manditory for one to use the power technology called NLP 



Conception of BASIX took place in 1998 when there was a deep felt need of 
achieving freedom. Creation through creativity is the outcome of freedom 
which had shaped in becoming more self aware, having clarity of outcomes
 to be achieved, strategize streamline to progressively achieve the outcomes 
set. BASIX is towards providing methodologies, technology, Know-How, through 
Counseling, Training, Coaching, Consultancy and mentorship for individual, 
groups, teams, Organizational systems in creating the environment as well 
empowering the people to achieve the OUTCOME and maintaining the 
consistency all through the PROCESS.

Develop creative leaders who will become legends in their respective fields as 
role models of leaving behind legacy to society.

Provide and impart life transforming skills to all to achieve excellence, 
empowerment and enrich lives through our unique , holistic, integrated 
model and approach

VISION

MISSION

Facilitating CHANGE in creating LEADERS using NLP and delivering Authorized
NLP Practitioner, Master Practitioner for the past 7 years and NLP Trainers for
past 2 year had made us the most sought out place for learning. 

GENERATE POSSIBILITIES, CREATE CHANGE



Dr. C.J.Jeyachander is a post graduate in business administration, 
licensed psychotherapist, Certified Master Trainer in 
Neurolinguistic Programming, Clinical Hypnotherapist, Past Life 
Regression Therapist, Peak Performance Coach and Spiritual 
Preacher. Has achieved international acclaim, as he teaches people 
to use the special gifts our mind has to offer. His background in 
Psychotherapy, Yoga has given him a unique insight as to how the 
human mind perceives both the material world we exist in, and the 
spiritual world that engulfs it. His knowledge and skills have made 

him a popular facilitator and sought out speaker throughout the world. His courses include: Neurolinguistic 
Programming, Clinical Hypnotherapy, Performance Mastery and Personal Mastery, Hypno Mind Power,
Magic Selling. In addition to the intense live trainings, Offers personal coaching individuals to achieve the 
peak of success they dreamt of to reality. He is the founder of the BASIXINC - Centre for Human Excellence.
Authorized Master Trainer from NFNLP, NFNLP serves as a network for professionals who use NLP to share
experiences, new techniques and applications, and other useful information from their fields of expertise.
Dr.C.J.Jeyachander along with Dr. Horton have changed the face of NLP forever. It is NLP for the 21st Century!

PROFILE

FACILITATING, COACHING, TRAINING, CONSULTING

Empowering and Enriching Lives.....



NLP CERTIFICATIONS COACHING & MENTORING

NLP Basic Practitioner

NLP Master Practitioner

NLP Trainers

PROGRAMS

The first step towards awareness, change,
flow, shift. The building blocks as well as 
understanding the Neuro, Linguistic patterns
already learnt. STEP AHEAD to unlearn to 
learn to use state, emotions, feelings and action
for achieving outcome that are well formed.

The MASTERY in using the science as an art
and become more artistic to share the 
expereince of change, shift to other. Creating
the best where ever you are using ericksonian
language patterns as a true magician weaving
the magic of FLOW. A level of expertise in the 
process of modelling excellence.

Now the journey begin in to the world of
Enriching and empowering lives. Sharing the
bright colours of life and joining the dance of 
the ever hearing song in and around. This 
is the beginning of you as a Co Creator.

Personal Mastery

Life Coaching

Peak Performance

Executive Coaching

Coaching redefines the self to use the unlimited
creative resources deep within. Drives you to be
the best by breaking the limiting beliefs, aligning
values and creating unique identity for you. Outcome
from where you are to where you want to be is
comfortably realized by everyone who had deserved
it with us.

Leadership
Communication

Executive Excellence
Business Excellence

Persuasive Communication
Success Selling

Customer Relations

PROGRAMS FOR SUCCESS

Need based programs based on the specificity
 and outcome is well designed and delivered

NFNLP Fast Track
Basic 5 Days, Masters 5 Days, Trainers 7 Days

ABNLP Acelerated
Basic 7 Days, Masters 14 Days

INLPTA Complete
Basic 14 Days, Masters 14 Days, Trainers 17 Days



RECOGNITION & MEMBERSHIP

408, 7th Main A Block, Milk Colony,
17th Cross, Malleswaram West,

Bangalore 560055, India.
Ph:08023473715, 658732268

www.basixinc.org,
www.nlpbasixindia.com,

info@basixinc.org,
info@nlpbasixindia.com

NLP Basic Practitioner:

ABNLP : 7 Days (NFNLP 5 Days , INLPTA + 7 Days)

NLP Practitioner Level

A.  Duration of Training:  Minimum of 120 hours of training in the basics of NLP 
patterns taught by a Certified Trainer, or a certified Master Practitioner under 
the supervision of a trainer.

B.  Demonstration of ability to identify the following basic skills, techniques, 
patterns and concepts of NLP and to utilize them competently with self and 
with others.

1.Behavioral integration of the basic presuppositions of NLP, including:
a. Outcome orientation with respect for others’ models of the world and the 
    ecology of the system.
b. Distinction between map and territory.
c. There is only feedback (cybernetic)-no failure.
d. Meaning of your communication is the response you get.
e. Adaptive intent of all behavior.
f. Everyone has the necessary resources to succeed.
g. Resistance is a signal of insufficient pacing.
h. Law of requisite variety.

2. Rapport, establishment and maintenance of.
3. Pacing and Leading (verbal and non verbal).
4. Calibration (sensory based experience).
5. Representational systems (predicates, and accessing cues).
6. Meta-Model.
7. Milton-Model.
8. Elicitation of well-formed, ecological outcomes
    and structures of present state.
9. Overlap and Translation.
10. Metaphor creation.
11. Frames; contrast, relevancy, As If, Backtrack.
12. Anchoring (VAK).
13. Anchoring Techniques (contextualized to the field of application).
14. Ability to shift consciousness to external or internal, as required by the moment's task.
15. Dissociation and Association.
16. Chunking.
17. SubModalities.
18. Verbal and non-verbal elicitation of responses.
19. Accessing and building of resources.
20. Reframing.
21. Strategies; detection, elicitation, utilization, & installation.
22. Demonstration of behavioral flexibility.

Rs30000/-



RECOGNITION & MEMBERSHIP

408, 7th Main A Block, Milk Colony,
17th Cross, Malleswaram West,

Bangalore 560055, India.
Ph:08023473715, 658732268

www.basixinc.org,
www.nlpbasixindia.com,

info@basixinc.org,
info@nlpbasixindia.com

NLP Master Practitioner

ABNLP : 14 Days ( NFNLP 7 Days , INLPTA 14 Days)

NLP Master Practitioner Level

A.  Duration of Training:  Minimum of 120 hours of advanced training taught by a 
     certified trainer.  A minimum of 15 hours of direct trainer supervision.

B.  Demonstration of the ability to identify the following basic skills, techniques 
     patterns and concepts of NLP and to utilize these competently with self and with 
     others.

1.All practitioner level skills, singly and in combination.

2.Design individualized interventions (generative and remedial).

3.Ecological change work.

4.Shifting easily back and forth between content and form,
and experience and label.

5. Specific Master Practitioner Skills:
a. Meta Programs.
b. Criteria (Values).
i. identification and utilization.
ii. criteria ladder.
iii. elicitation of complex equivalence and adjustment of criteria.
iv. sleight of mouth.
c.  Installation and utilization of strategies.
d. Refined use of submodalities.
e. Deliberate multi-level communication.
f. Negotiations.
g. Presentation skills.
h. Modeling.
i. Utilization and transformation of beliefs and  presuppositions.

You are eligible for ABNLP certification and if you want to have NFNLP 
and INLPTA then you will be paying the certification cost.

Rs47000/-
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